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llerene cage encapsulating an
unsymmetrical U(IV)]N]U(V) cluster†

Xiaomeng Li,‡a Yannick Roselló, ‡b Yang-Rong Yao,‡c Jiaxin Zhuang,a

Xingxing Zhang,a Antonio Rodŕıguez-Fortea, b Coen de Graaf, bd

Luis Echegoyen, c Josep M. Poblet b and Ning Chen *a

For the first time, an actinide nitride clusterfullerene, U2N@Ih(7)-C80, is synthesized and fully characterized

by X-ray single crystallography and multiple spectroscopic methods. U2N@Ih(7)-C80 is by far the first

endohedral fullerene that violates the well-established tri-metallic nitride template for nitride

clusterfullerenes. The novel U]N]U cluster features two U]N bonds with uneven bond distances of

2.058(3) �A and 1.943(3) �A, leading to a rare unsymmetrical structure for the dinuclear nitride motif. The

combined experimental and theoretical investigations suggest that the two uranium ions show different

oxidation states of +4 and +5. Quantum-chemical investigation further reveals that the f1/f2 population

dominantly induces a distortion of the U]N]U cluster, which leads to the unsymmetrical structure. A

comparative study of U2X@C80 (X ¼ C, N and O) reveals that the U–X interaction in U]X]U clusters

can hardly be seen as being formed by classical multiple bonds, but is more like an anionic central ion

Xq� with biased overlaps with the two metal ions, which decrease as the electronegativity of X increases.

This study not only demonstrates the unique bonding variety of actinide clusters stabilized by fullerene

cages, showing different bonding from that observed for the lanthanide analogs, it also reveals the

electronic structure of the U]X]U clusters (X ¼ C, N and O), which are of fundamental significance to

understanding these actinide bonding motifs.
Introduction

The investigation of uranium nitride chemistry has long been
a topic of interest due to the remarkable potential of uranium
nitride complexes as new generation ceramic nuclear fuels and
as candidates for the nitride transfer reaction and activation of
unreactive small molecules like N2, H2, CO, CO2 and CS2 and
even C–H bonds.1–7 More fundamentally, studying molecular
uranium nitride complexes is essential to establishing a thor-
ough understanding of the 5f and 6d orbital participation in
multiple actinide–ligand bonds.8–12 To date, most of the re-
ported uranium nitride bonding motifs have been stabilized by
multiple chelating ligands.
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Our recent research shows that the fullerene cage is an ideal
nano-container to capture and stabilize novel actinide metallic
clusters, whichmakes them accessible for detailed bonding and
structural analysis.13–15 These novel bonding motifs, which are
important for fundamental actinide element chemistry studies,
show remarkable uniqueness compared to those of their
lanthanide analogs, due to the peculiar electronic structure and
exible oxidation states of actinide metal ions.

On the other hand, the rst reported and most studied
clusterfullerenes so far are the nitride clusterfullerenes (NCFs).
Despite the diversity of the metals encapsulated in the nitride
cluster, all of this family unexceptionally follows the tri-metallic
nitride template (TNT), proposed in the study of Sc3N@C80, the
rst reported NCF.16–18 This template is rationalized by the
inherent electronic features of the metallic species. Metals of
subgroup III like Sc, Y and the lanthanides, when combined
with nitrogen, result in an [M3N]

6+ unit, which transfers six
electrons stabilizing specic fullerene cages to form [M3N]

6+@
[C2n]

6�.19–21 This template applies for all the NCFs discovered to
date and has become the structural model for all NCF studies
during the past few decades.

Encouraged by the recent advances made in actinide fuller-
enes,13–15,22–25 we further expanded our exploration to the NCFs.
Herein, for the rst time, we report the successful synthesis and
full characterization of U2N@Ih(7)-C80, an unexpected
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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dimetallic nitride clusterfullerene which violates the long
standing TNT stoichiometry. In particular, the structural and
theoretical analysis revealed the bonding nature of the
U]N]U cluster, a notably unsymmetrical dinuclear nitride
with two uneven U]N bonds, induced by the f1/f2 population.
Furthermore, a systematic study of U2X (X¼ C, N, O) was carried
out in this study to reveal the nature of these actinide bonding
motifs.
Results and discussion
Preparation and purication

The uranium-based endohedral fullerenes were synthesized by
a modied Krätschmer–Huffman DC arc-discharge method26

and separated by a high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) procedure (see the ESI†); the purity of U2N@C80 was
conrmed by the observation of a sole peak at 1450 m/z in the
MALDI-TOF mass spectrum, and the observed isotopic distri-
bution agrees well with the theoretical calculation (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 (a) The ORTEP drawing of U2N@Ih(7)-C80$[NiII–OEP] with 50%
thermal ellipsoids. Only the major sites of the U atoms are shown, and
the solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. (b) View of the rela-
tionship between the major UNU cluster and the closest cage portion
(bond length in angstroms).
Single crystal X-ray diffraction study

The molecular structure of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 was unambiguously
determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. Black
crystal blocks of U2N@Ih(7)-C80$[Ni

II–OEP] (OEP ¼
2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octaethylporphyrin dianion) were obtained
by slow diffusion of a benzene solution of NiII–OEP into a CS2
solution of U2N@C80. The crystallographic analysis shows that
the structure crystallized in the P21/c (no. 14) space group (see
Fig. 2a). In this cocrystal, both the fullerene cage and the
central N atom are fully ordered. Two major sites of the two U
atoms have a common dominant occupancy of 0.86 (Fig. S3†).

The two dominant U atoms are located over two parallel
hexagons in the Ih(7)-C80 cage (Fig. 2b). The shortest U-cage
distances range from 2.491(5) to 2.543(5) �A for U1 and from
2.448(4) to 2.526(4) �A for U2, respectively, similar to those
Fig. 1 The positive-ion mode MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of
U2N@Ih(7)-C80. The insets show the expansions of the corresponding
experimental isotopic distributions of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 in comparison
with the theoretical ones.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
observed for U2C@Ih(7)-C80.15 The U/U distance of 3.864 �A is
slightly longer than those observed in U2C@Ih(7)-C80 (ref. 15)
and U2C2@Ih(7)-C80,14 but notably shorter than that in
U2C2@D3h(5)-C78 (ref. 14) (see Table 1). Moreover, the U1 to U2
line coincides with the C2 axis (Ct1–Ct2 axis, Fig. 2b) of the Ih(7)-
C80 cage with a very small angle of 2.1�. Such a metal-cage
conguration is very close to those of U2C@Ih(7)-C80 and
U2@Ih(7)-C80.13,15 These results suggest that, despite the major
differences between the bonding motifs of U2N, U2C and U2, the
position of the U atoms inside the fullerene cages is over-
whelmingly dominated by the cage structure of Ih(7)-C80, rather
than the conguration of the uranium metallic clusters them-
selves. The different uranium-nonmetal bonds are formed only
by the variation of the positions of the nonmetal ions between
the two uranium ions.

The most interesting feature of this novel actinide clus-
terfullerene is the encaged U2N cluster, which, to the best of our
knowledge, represents the rst observation of a stabilized
Table 1 Comparison of U–U distances in U2N@Ih(7)-C80, U2C@Ih(7)-
C80, U2C2@Ih(7)-C80, U2C2@D3h(5)-C78 and U2@Ih(7)-C80

System U/U distance (�A) Ref.

U2N@Ih(7)-C80 3.864 This work
U2C@Ih(7)-C80 3.849 15
U2C2@Ih(7)-C80 3.855 14
U2C2@D3h(5)-C78 4.164/4.174 14
U2@Ih(7)-C80 3.723 13
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Table 2 U–N bonds and oxidation states of uranium in U2N@Ih(7)-C80 and some typical chelate U]N]U and N]U]N complexes

Compound U–N bonds (�A)
U–N–U
bond angle (�)

Oxidation states
of uranium Ref.

U2N@Ih(7)-C80 1.943/2.058 150.0 IV/V This work
[{((Me3Si)2N)2U(THF)}2(m-N)] 2.063 180 III/IV 7
[(m-N)(U(NtBuAr)3)2] 2.0625 180 IV/V 1
Cs2[{U(OSi(O

tBu)3)3}2(m-N)] 2.099/2.081 169.1 III/IV 4
(C5Me5)2U{]N[P(SiMe3) (Mes)]}[]N(SiMe3)] 1.952/2.001 — VI 37
[Na(dme)3][((Me3Si)2N)3U(m-N)U(N(SiMe3)2)(OSi(O

tBu)3)] 2.055/2.066 168.4 IV/IV 11
[{((Me3Si)2N)3U}2(m-N)] 2.080/2.150 179.4 IV/V 11
[{U(TrenDMBS)}2(m-N)] 2.081/2.136 161.2 IV/V 12

Fig. 3 Raman (left, up to 600 cm�1) and IR (right, from 600 to
1600 cm�1) spectra of U2N@Ih(7)-C80.
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bimetallic uranium nitride cluster. Neither theoretical nor
experimental studies have ever proposed such a structure.
Moreover, this observation changes the established ‘trimetallic
nitride template (TNT)’, in which all the nitride clusters contain
three metal ions bonded to a central N atom.16–18 The stabili-
zation of this unique uranium nitride cluster proves that the
combination of the unique electronic structures of actinides
and the special chemical environment inside the fullerene cage
leads to the stabilization of novel actinide clusters, which do not
resemble their lanthanide analogs or the bonding motifs
currently accessible by conventional synthetic methods.

The encaged U2N cluster presents a bent conguration, with
a UNU angle of 150.0(2)�. Such a signicant torsion of the U2N
cluster is notably different from the linear conguration of the
conventional chelate UNU complexes, such as [{((Me3Si)2N)2-
U(THF)}2(m-N)]7 and [(m-N) (U(NtBuAr)3)2],1 in which the UNU
units adopt a linear conguration. Nevertheless, bent U]N]U
moieties were also observed in the recent reports by Mazzanti
et al. and Liddle et al., with UNU angles ranging from ca. 160–
168�.11,12 Selected examples are presented in Table 2. Compared
to these complexes, the UNU angle of 150� in U2N@Ih(7)-C80

appears to be more bent, likely the result of the steric effect of
the encapsulation by the fullerene cage. Moreover, different
from the symmetric structure of U]C]U in U2C@Ih(7)-C80, the
U2N cluster is notably unsymmetrical with two uneven U–N
bonds. The longer bond distance of 2.058(3) �A for U2–N is
commonly observed in the chelated UNU complexes, as shown
in Table 2. The shorter U1–N bond distance of 1.943(3) �A is,
however, among the shortest U]N bond distances reported so
far.3,4,27–36 The U2N cluster exhibits a dramatic difference of over
0.11 �A between the two U]N bonds.

In effect, to facilitate a (U2)
9+N3�@(Ih(7)-C80)

6� model to
effectively stabilize the fullerene cage, different oxidation states
of IV and V of the two uranium ions can be well rationalized.
Thus U1 with a shorter U–N bond of 1.943�A can be assigned to
U(V) and U2 with a longer U–N bond of 2.058�A can be assigned
to U(IV). This conclusion was conrmed by theoretical calcula-
tions and X-ray absorption analyses (see below). As summarized
in Table 2, unsymmetrical U]N]U bonding motifs containing
U ions with different oxidation states, stabilized by chelating
ligands, have been reported. In particular, the U]N]U
bonding motif found inside the C80 cage, though with a slightly
shorter U]N bond length, resembles that of the recently re-
ported [{((Me3Si)2N)3U}2(m-N)], which possesses a similar U(IV)]
284 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 282–292
N]U(V) core.11 In this study, Mazzanti et al. investigated a series
of molecular uranium complexes and found that, in these
compounds, the ligand signicantly affects the bonding and the
resulting metric parameters of the U]N]U core, and the
uneven bond lengths of U]N]U are the result of the localized
valences.11 Thus, in the present case, the C80 fullerene cage
likely functions as a special spherical ligand, which creates
a coordination environment to stabilize the reactive U]N]U
moiety and imposes a signicant inuence on the U–N
bonding, resulting in the varied oxidation states of U and the
unsymmetrical U–N bond lengths.
Spectroscopic characterization: UV-vis-NIR, IR and Raman
spectra

The UV-vis-NIR absorption spectrum of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 (see
Fig. S2†) is largely featureless except for minor absorption peaks
at 446 nm and 680 nm. The absorption onset is measured at
about 1350 nm and the optical band gap is determined to be
0.92 eV, which is typical for Ih(7)-C80 cage based EMFs and
similar to those observed for U2C@Ih(7)-C80 and U2@Ih(7)-
C80.13,15,18

The molecular vibrational features of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 are
shown in Fig. 3. The vibrations between 600 cm�1 and 220 cm�1

of the Raman spectrum, which reect the vibration modes of
the carbon cage, show high similarity to those of the previously
reported EMFs with the Ih(7)-C80 cage,13,15 in agreement with the
structural determination of the X-ray diffraction analysis. In the
lower-wavenumber range, weaker features at 126 cm�1 and
280 cm�1 are observed, which can be assigned to the Raman-
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 3 Structural data and Mulliken spin densities for U2X inside Ih(7)-C80 (X ¼ N, C and O)

System

Bond lengtha Anglea Mayer BIb Spin densityc BEd

U1–X U2–X U1–X–U2 U1–X U2–X U1 U2 X X

U2N@Ih(7)-C80 1.913 (1.943) 2.113 (2.058) 155.5 (150.2) 1.707 0.942 1.093 2.081 �0.113 �8.35
U2N@Ih(7)-C80

+ 2.000 2.000 177.0 1.304 1.303 1.138 1.138 �0.107
U2N

e 2.029 2.033 120.5 1.396 1.371 4.634 4.652 �0.286
U2O@Ih(7)-C80 2.067 2.067 148.0 0.768 0.771 2.094 2.094 �0.087 �11.08
U2C@Ih(7)-C80 2.032 (2.033) 2.032 (2.028) 143.9 (142.9) 1.528 1.528 1.134 1.134 �0.130 �8.89
U2C@Ih(7)-C80 (non-symmetric) 1.876 2.192 149.6 2.097 0.955 0.071 2.034 �0.062 �8.50

a All bond lengths are given in angstroms; X-ray values for U2X@Ih(7)-C80 in parentheses. b Mayer bond indices. c Mulliken spin density. d Energy
in eV associated with the process U2@Ih(7)-C80 + X / U2X@Ih(7)-C80.

e Computed structure for the U2N fragment.

Edge Article Chemical Science
active UNU cluster modes (see Table S3† for a more detailed
assignment), resembling those of the UCUmodes of U2C@Ih(7)-
C80 (126 cm�1 and 277 cm�1).15 In the IR spectrum, typical
characteristics for Ih(7)-C80 based EMFs, major overlapping
bands around 1380 cm�1 and the featureless gap between 1100
and 900 cm�1, are observed.15,38 The UNU unsymmetrical
stretching mode can be assigned to the major peak of 788 cm�1,
slightly shied from 785 cm�1 for U2C@Ih(7)-C80.15
Fig. 4 Several PBE0 computed structures containing U2N or U3N
cores. (a) U2N@C80; (b) U3N@C80 and (c) (m-N)(U(NtBuAr)3)2.
Theoretical analysis of the non-symmetric U2N unit within
a fullerene

DFT and CASSCF calculations were performed to rationalize the
electronic structure of U2N@Ih(7)-C80. The geometry of the
clusterfullerene was optimized at the DFT PBE0 level, repro-
ducing well the X-ray unsymmetrical form of the encapsulated
cluster, even though the asymmetry is somewhat larger for the
DFT structure. While the experimental bond lengths for U1–N
and U2–N are 1.943 and 2.058 �A, the corresponding computed
values are 1.911 and 2.113�A, respectively. The computed angle
for U1–N–U2 of 155� is slightly larger than the experimental
value of 150.2� (Table 3). As stated above, this situation is
different from what was reported for U2C@C80, in which the two
U–C bonds were described by two equal double bonds.15 The
main difference between the two clusterfullerenes is that while
in the carbide the two U atoms are in oxidation state V, in the
nitride clusterfullerene the spin density distribution clearly
conrms that it is a mixed valence species with U1 and U2 in
formal oxidation states V and IV, respectively (Table 3 and
Fig. S4†). To corroborate the DFT results we have also per-
formed CASSCF calculations on the overall molecule, which
clearly conrm the mixed valence nature of U2N@Ih(7)-C80.

To better understand the asymmetry of U2N, we have
compared the bond lengths, bond angles and Mulliken spin
densities for U2N@Ih(7)-C80 and [U2N@Ih(7)-C80]

+, which is
isoelectronic to U2C@Ih(7)-C80. It is very illustrative to see that
while in the oxidized form of the internal cluster with two
formal U(f1) ions, the UNU unit exhibits a symmetric arrange-
ment; for the neutral form, the f1/f2 population induces
a distortion of the cluster. This could be attributed to the
repulsion between non-bonding f electrons and bonding U–N
electrons, which is higher for the uranium atom with two f
electrons. Because the uranium atoms in the homologous
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
U2O@Ih(7)-C80 endohedral fullerene are in oxidation state IV,
the U2O unit again exhibits a symmetric arrangement. Inter-
estingly, for U2C@Ih(7)-C80, we have been able to obtain
a symmetric (f1/f1) and an unsymmetrical (f0/f2) form, con-
rming the relevance of the number of f electrons in the
distortion of the U]X]U unit within a fullerene (Table 3). We
have also analysed the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP)
for U2N@Ih(7)-C80, which suggests a non-homogeneous charge
distribution over the cage with a more negative region of the
MEP in the equatorial belt between the two U atoms (Fig. 5). In
spite of the different formal oxidation states of the two metal
atoms, the electrostatic potential values for the two regions near
the two U ions are very similar and less negative than those of
the belt (see the ESI† for more details).

The formal enclosure of a N atom in U2@C80 to give
U2N@C80 is a thermodynamically favorable process with an
energy gain of 8.35 eV, which can be associated primarily with
the formation of two new U–N bonds. Similar energies are
involved in the encapsulation of an extra C atom to give the
homologous carbide (�8.89 eV) and even somewhat higher
energy for the oxide (�11.08 eV). It is worth mentioning that the
addition of a third uranium atom to give U3N@C80 is also an
exothermic process involving more than �10 eV. The U3N
within C80 is not planar (Fig. 4b), similar to what was reported
for the biggest lanthanide ions.16,39,40 The absence of classical
trimetallic nitrides in the mass spectra is probably not related to
an energetic factor, but rather to a lower capacity of U3N to act
as an effective template during the endofullerene formation.
Bonding in the U]X]U cores

The neutral UNU molecule has 17 valence electrons with
a bonding pattern that could be represented by the two bonding
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 282–292 | 285
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forms U]�N–U 4 U–�N]U. In this hypothetical molecule, the
two U atoms have a total of nine electrons that do not contribute
to the two U–N bonds. As expected, this molecule shows a bent
form with a bond angle of 120.5�. When encapsulated inside the
fullerene, six electrons are transferred from the cluster to the
fullerene and therefore only three f electrons remain in U atoms
as non-bonding electrons. Because of the U/U repulsion the
computed bond angle increases up to 150�. In addition to the
two bonding patterns represented above, we can foresee other
forms in which the central atom acts formally with a positive
charge U]N]U 4 U^N–U 4 U–N^U or carrying a formal
negative charge as in . Because of the
Fig. 6 Localized (Boys–Foster) MOs for U2X@C80 with X ¼ C, N and O. M
energies (in eV) of non-bonding f electrons of U do not depend significa
atom. The modest multiple bond nature of U]X interaction decreases fu
in Table S2.†

Fig. 5 Two views of the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) for
U2N@C80. Red identifies regions in which the MEP is low (nucleophilic
regions) and green identifies regions where the MEP is high (electro-
philic regions). The equatorial region between the two U atoms, found
to be the most electrophilic part of the cage, is highlighted with a red
belt.

286 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 282–292
higher electronegativity of N with respect to U, it is expected that
the most ionic forms will strongly compete with the bonding
forms exhibiting multiple bonds. Indeed, the observed U–N–U
angle between 180 and 120 degrees underlines the presence of
the competition between the two limit forms: the ones domi-
nated by the multiple uranium–nitrogen bonds and the ones
dominated by the higher electronegativity of the central atom.
This conict is solved by the formation of polarized s and p

bonds as already proposed for the homologous U2C core inside
C80 and analyzed for the model system C7H7UCUC7H7 using
CASSCF calculations.15

To gain a better understanding of the bonding in U2X cores,
we have analyzed the series U2X@C80, with X¼ C, N and O, using
localized molecular orbitals (MOs). The Boys–Foster localiza-
tion method is able to entirely separate MOs localized on U2X
from those localized/delocalized over the carbon cage (Fig. 6)
and recover the four orbitals involved in bonding, which are
schematically represented in Scheme 1. In all these systems,
there are two sigma and two pi orbitals formed by d–f hybrid
orbitals of U and s and p orbitals of N. The atomic percentages
are compiled in Table S2.† As expected, the occupied orbitals
with the highest energies for U2N@C80 correspond to three non-
bonding f electrons localized on uranium atoms, which are in
an energy range between �8.52 and �7.15 eV, while the two
orbitals with p-overlap are found at�13.11 eV and at�12.54 eV.
Much deeper, we nd the two s U–N orbitals that have signi-
cant contributions from the lone pair of N. Localized MOs for
U2C@C80 and U2O@C80 are essentially identical to those of
U2N@C80. Pipek–Mezey localized orbitals show an analogous
Os relevant to bonding in the U2X moiety are represented. The orbital
ntly on X, but p and s orbitals are much more sensitive to the central
rther as electronegativity of X increases. Orbital compositions are given

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 1 s (a) and p (b and c) U–N–U interactions are represented
schematically. In a metal ligand formulation, in which the U atoms are
in formal oxidation states IV and V ( ), the high electron density
on the central ion is back donated through p overlaps. This can be
done with two 3-center-2e orbitals (b) or also via a triple bond in the
unsymmetrical form (c). Orbital contributions are similar for 6d and 5f
atomic uranium orbitals (Table S2†), but only d orbitals have been
represented for simplicity.

Edge Article Chemical Science
qualitative interpretation (see Fig. S11†). The main differences
or peculiarities can be summarized as follows: (1) the energy of
MOs contributing to U–X bonds is very sensitive to the elec-
tronegativity of the central atom, being much deeper for the
oxide; (2) the p-type bonding orbitals are somewhat more
extended when X ¼ C and more compact when X ¼ O; (3) the
sigma-type orbitals are rather similar for the nitride, carbide
and oxide and (4) population analysis reveals that the contri-
bution of the valence orbitals of X to the bond increases as the
electronegativity of the bridging atom increases, going from
about 60% for the carbide up to more than 80% for the oxide
(Table S2†), with the nitride somewhere in between these two.
The Mayer bond indices (BIs) compiled in Table 3 underline
that the nature of the bond changes with the bridging ion and
with the oxidation states of the two U atoms. The U–X BIs
signicantly decrease when going from C (1.53) to O (0.77)
because of the polarization of the involved orbitals, which
would be in line with a signicant increase of the contribution
of the resonance form for the metal oxide. Similarly,
the rather different BIs of 1.71 and 0.94 found for U(V)–N and
Table 4 Structural data and Mulliken spin densities for [(m-N)(U(NtBuAr)

System Method U–Na U–N–

Neutral X-ray 2.065 180
Neutral PBE0 1.919/2.179 176.7
Cation X-ray 2.047/2.051 180
Cation PBE0 2.020/2.036 178.6
Anion X-ray 2.062/2.080 175
Anion PBE0 2.045/2.046 178.9
Neutral CASPT2 1.879/2.179 180

a Distance and angles are in angstroms and degrees. b Mayer bond indice

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
U(IV)–N bonds suggest that the U^N–U form has a non-
negligible participation in these mixed-valence nitrides.

As mentioned above, CASSCF calculations have allowed us to
conrm the mixed valence nature of the endohedral fullerene.
Another important result from the CASSCF calculations is that it
was not possible to include any U–N orbital with p-overlap in
the active space. In all the attempts, these orbitals remain
strictly doubly occupied and replaced by other non-bonding U
(d or f) orbitals. As found at DFT level, these CASSCF p-like
orbitals have a small contribution from the f and d orbitals of U.
This conrms that the bond can be seen as a N3� ligand with
some p donation to uranium atoms, which is somewhat
stronger for U5+. Selected CASSCF-MOs are given in Fig. S6.†
U2N bonding in organometallic complexes

Finally, we have explored U–N bonding in a series of bimetallic
uranium nitride complexes possessing a linear U]N]U core.1 X-
ray analysis of [(m-N)(U(NtBuAr)3)2]

n with n¼ �1, 0 and +1, shows
that the U2N unit exhibits a linear arrangement in all three
oxidation states of U atoms; f2–f2 (IV–IV), f2–f1 (IV–V) and f1–f1 (V–V),
i.e. for the anion, neutral complex and cation, respectively.
Geometry optimizations reproduce very well the experimental
structures for the cationic and anionic forms (Table 4). Never-
theless, the computed structure for the neutral complex (Fig. 4c)
shows a distortion of the U2N core, similar to that observed inside
the fullerene, with long and short U–N bond lengths of 2.179 and
1.919�A, in contrast with the symmetric arrangement observed in
the X-ray structure.1 To evaluate if the discrepancy between
experiments and calculations could come from the DFT treat-
ment, we have performed CASPT2 calculations for the model
system U2N(NH2)6, reproducing almost exactly the asymmetry
obtained for the real system (Table 4). At the CASPT2 level
a symmetric structure with bond lengths equal to 2.027 �A was
found to be about 10 kcal mol�1 higher in energy than the
unsymmetrical one. CASPT2 energy analysis conrmed the
presence of two electronic states with U4+–N–U5+ and U5+–N–U4+

distributions (Fig. S7†). Given the high energy of the symmetric
form and the very small interaction between the two electronic
states, a dynamic transformation between the two forms seems
unlikely. Therefore, it could be that what one observes in exper-
iments is a disordered phase with a 50–50 population of the two
unsymmetrical possibilities. The CASSCF MOs for U2N(NH2)6
3)2]
n (n ¼ �1, 0, +1) binuclear complexesa

U

Mayer BIb Spin densityc

U–N U N

1.877/0.543 1.221/2.160 �0.13

1.335/1.326 1.211/1.241 �0.11

1.314/1.313 2.155/2.156 �0.14
1.025/1.988 �0.03

s. c Mulliken spin density.
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show that bonding in the U2N core is essentially similar to that
described for endohedral fullerenes (Fig. S8 and S9†).

Pyykkö and Atsumi predicted from the sum of U and N radii
a bond length of 1.94 �A for a U]N bond.41 Nevertheless, U–N
bond distances reported for some U imido complexes (U]N–R)
display values as short as 1.89 �A,36 even 1.85 �A.42,43 DFT calcu-
lations for several uranium bis(imido) complexes demonstrated
that U–N interactions must be seen as a slightly polarized triple
bond.41 Given that the existence of more or less polarized triple
bonds is possible in many uranium–nitride complexes, and in
concomitance with the unpaired number of f electrons in U2N-
containing systems, we believe that the asymmetry of the U2N
unit is inherent in all these mixed-valence systems.
Fig. 8 Cyclic voltammogram of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 in (n-Bu)4NPF6/1,2-
dichlorobenzene.

Table 5 Redox potentials (V vs. Fc/Fc+) of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 in
comparison with U2C@Ih(7)-C80

Compound E2+/+ E+/0 E0/� E�/2� E2�/3� Egap

U2N@Ih(7)-C80 +0.40a �0.38a �1.51a �2.27a 0.78
U2C@Ih(7)-C80 +1.05b +0.42a �0.41a �1.34a 0.83
[(m-N)[U(NtBuAr)3]2] �0.64 �1.69 1.05

a Half-wave potential (reversible redox process). b Peak potential
(irreversible redox process).
X-ray absorption spectrum of U2N@ U2N@Ih(7)-C80

The X-ray absorption spectrum (XAS) of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 is shown
in Fig. 7. Notably, the white line peak energy of U2N@Ih(7)-C80

lies between those observed for U(V)2C@Ih(7)-C80 and
U(III)2@C80. A closer look shows that the white line of U2N@C80

is much closer to that of U(V)2C@Ih(7)-C80 than to that of
U(III)2@Ih(7)-C80, indicating a higher average oxidation state
than IV. This observation agrees well with the IV/V oxidation
states assigned by the structural and theoretical analysis above.
However, the spectrum of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 does not show split
white line peaks for different oxidation states of U. A similar
phenomenon was observed for uranium-based compounds with
varied oxidation states.44
Electrochemical studies

Fig. 8 shows the cyclic voltammogram of U2N@Ih(7)-C80. The
rst reduction and oxidation potentials of U2N@Ih(7)-C80 are
�0.38 V and +0.40 V, respectively, which are slightly different
from those of U2C@Ih(7)-C80 (�0.41 V and +0.42 V, respectively),
and the electrochemical gap for U2N@Ih(7)-C80 is 0.78 V, nar-
rower than that of U2C@Ih(7)-C80 by 0.05 V (Table 5).15 The
substitution of C with N within the cluster exerts a signicant
impact on the energies of some MOs. However, the changes in
the energies of 5f orbitals are signicantly smaller. This
Fig. 7 U L3-edge XAS spectra of U2N@C80 as compared to those of
U2@C80 and U2C@C80. The inset is the absorption edges magnified for
a clearer observation.
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explains the relatively small differences observed in the rst
oxidation and reduction potentials between U2N@Ih(7)-C80 and
U2C@Ih(7)-C80. Similarly, we can predict a greater inuence on
the redox properties of the clusterfullerene when C is replaced
by O.

On the other hand, the electrochemical behavior of
U2N@Ih(7)-C80 presents a notable difference compared to the
chelated analogue [(m-N)[U(NtBuAr)3]2].1 The rst oxidation and
reduction potentials of [(m-N)(U(NtBuAr)3)2] are measured at
�0.64 V and �1.69 V, resulting in an electrochemical gap of
1.05 V, dramatically larger than that for U2N@Ih(7)-C80. These
results indicate that the coordination environment also exerts
great inuence on the electrochemical properties of the central
UNU group and on the frontier MOs of the entire molecule.
Indeed, stronger metal–ligand interactions in the chelated [(m-
N)(U(NtBuAr)3)2] complex result in higher frontier orbital ener-
gies for this complex compared to those of endohedral fuller-
enes (see Fig. S10†), justifying the shis observed in the redox
potentials. In these systems the rst oxidation and reduction
involve U(f) orbitals.

Conclusions

In summary, for the rst time, a uranium nitride clusterfuller-
ene, U2N@Ih(7)-C80, was synthesized and fully characterized by
X-ray crystallography, UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy, Raman spec-
troscopy, Fourier transform infrared absorption spectroscopy,
X-ray absorption spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry. This is
the rst example of a dimetallic nitride clusterfullerene,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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changing the traditional composition of the trimetallic nitride
clusterfullerenes. Moreover, the novel U]N]U cluster features
two U]N bonds with uneven bond distances of 2.058(3)�A and
1.943(3) �A, leading to a rare unsymmetrical structure. Theoret-
ical investigation further revealed that, while U]N]U exhibits
a symmetric arrangement for the oxidized form of the internal
cluster with two formal U(f1) ions, in the neutral form, the f1/f2

population induces a distortion of the U]N]U cluster, which
leads to this unsymmetrical structure.

Systematic computational studies for U2X@C80 (X¼ C, N and
O) and for other organometallic complexes further revealed that
U–X bonding in these molecules can be described as a polarized
U–X interaction and, depending on the number of U(f) elec-
trons, the U2X core can be unsymmetrical. Formally, the
bonding in U2X can be represented as U]X]U; however, it is
important to underline that the U–X interaction can hardly be
seen as being formed by classical multiple bonds, but is more
like an anionic central ion Xq� with biased p overlaps with the
two metal ions, which decrease as the electronegativity of X
increases.

This study shows the unique bonding variety for actinide
clusters stabilized by fullerene cages. More importantly, the
stabilization of the U]N]U cluster enables us to reveal the
electronic structure of U]X]U clusters (X¼ C, N and O), which
is of fundamental signicance to understanding actinide
bonding motifs.
Experimental section
Synthesis and isolation of U2N@C80

The carbon soot-containing uranium EMFs were produced by
the direct current arc discharge method. The graphite rods,
packed with U3O8 and graphite powders (1.27 g of U3O8 powder
and 1.62 g of graphite powder per rod, molar ratio of U/C ¼
1 : 30), were vaporized in the arcing chamber under a 200 torr
helium atmosphere with 1 torr NH3. The soot collected was
reuxed in CS2 under an argon atmosphere for 24 h. The
separation and purication of U2N@C80 were achieved by
multistage HPLC procedures. Totally, 100 rods were vaporized
and ca. 4.0 g crude fullerene extract was obtained (ca. 40 mg per
rod), out of which ca. 0.1 mg U2N@Ih(7)-C80 was nally isolated.
Multiple HPLC columns, including Buckyprep-M (25 � 250
mm, Cosmosil, Nacalai Tesque Inc.), Buckyprep-D (10 � 250
mm, Cosmosil, Nacalai Tesque, Japan) and Buckyprep (10 �
250 mm, Cosmosil, Nacalai Tesque, Japan), were utilized in the
procedures (further details are described in the ESI†).
Spectroscopic and electrochemical studies

A positive-ion mode laser desorption/ionization time-of-ight
mass-spectrometer (Bruker, Germany) was employed for mass
characterization. The UV-vis-NIR spectra of the puried
U2N@C80 were measured in CS2 solution with a Cary 5000 UV-
vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Agilent, U.S.). The Raman spectra
were obtained using a Horiba Lab RAM HR Evolution Raman
spectrometer using a laser at 633 nm. The micro Fourier
transform infrared spectra were obtained at room temperature
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
using a Vertex 70 spectrometer (Bruker, Germany) with a reso-
lution of 4 cm�1. For the IR and Raman measurements, the
samples were drop-coated on aluminized paper and a quartz
plate, respectively. The residual CS2 was eliminated in a drying
chamber in a vacuum at 40 �C.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was conducted in o-dichloroben-
zene using a CHI-660E instrument. A conventional three-
electrode cell consisting of a platinum counter-electrode,
a glassy carbon working electrode, and a silver reference elec-
trode was used for the measurement. (n-Bu)4NPF6 (0.05 M) was
used as the supporting electrolyte. CV was measured at a scan
rate of 100 mV s�1.

X-ray crystallographic study

The black-block crystals of U2N@C80 were obtained by slow
diffusion of a carbon disulde solution of the target sample into
a benzene solution of [NiII$(OEP)]. The single-crystal X-ray data
of U2N@C80 were collected at 100 K using synchrotron radiation
(0.77484�A) with a MX300-HE CCD detector at beamline BL17B
of the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF), and the
X-ray diffraction data of U2N@C80 were collected on a diffrac-
tometer (APEX II; Bruker Analytik GmbH) equipped with a CCD
collector. The multiscan method was used for absorption
correction. The structures were solved using direct methods45

and rened on F2 using full-matrix least-squares using the
SHELXL2015 crystallographic soware package.46 Hydrogen
atoms were inserted at calculated positions and constrained
with isotropic thermal parameters.

Crystal data for U2N@Ih(7)-C80$[Ni
II–(OEP)]$1.5C6H6$CS2:Mr

¼ 2235.62, 0.18 mm � 0.15 mm � 0.12 mm, monoclinic, P21/c
(no. 14), a¼ 17.6663(2)�A, b¼ 16.9578(2)�A, c¼ 26.7308(3)�A, a¼
90�, b ¼ 106.76�, g ¼ 90�, V ¼ 7667.84 (15) �A3, Z ¼ 4, rcalcd ¼
1.937 g cm�3, m(Cu Ka) ¼ 2.575 mm�1, q ¼ 1.570–28.574, T ¼
100 K, R1¼ 0.0393, wR2¼ 0.0993 for all data; R1¼ 0.0379, wR2¼
0.0979 for 13 730 reections (I > 2.0s(I)) with 1305 parameters.
Goodness-of-t indicator 1.035. Maximum residual electron
density 1.688 e Å�3.

The crystallographic data for this structure have been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
(CCDC) with the deposition number 2010986.

Computational details

DFT calculations were carried out with the ADF 2017 package47

using PBE0 exchange-correlation functionals in combination
with Slater TZP basis set quality.48,49 Frozen cores were
described by means of single Slater functions, consisting of
shell 1s for C, N and O and of 1s to 5d for U. Scalar relativistic
corrections were included by means of the ZORA formalism.
Dispersion corrections by Grimme were also included.50 The
vibrational frequencies and Raman/IR spectra were calculated
with the Gaussian 16 code51 using the PBE0 functional, the
Stuttgart–Dresden pseudopotential for U and 6-31G(d,p) basis
for C and N.

Single point CASSCF calculations were performed for the
U2N@C80 system and for some other models using PBE0
geometries with OpenMolcas.52 Scalar relativistic effects were
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 282–292 | 289
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taken into account with the Douglas–Kroll–Hess Hamiltonian.53

ANO-RCC basis sets were used to expand the orbitals of the
system, U (9s, 8p, 7d, 5f, 2g, 1h), N (3s, 2p, 1d), C (3s, 2p).

A data set collection of the computational results is available
in the ioChem-BD repository and can be accessed via https://
doi.org/10.19061/iochem-bd-2-42.54
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